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Abstract 

Starting out from the ‘topological’ modal logic of Moss and Parikh (Ann. Pure Appl. Logic 
78 (1996) 73-110) we present a logic of knowledge und time in which subset trees appear 
as the intended semantical structures. Our main results concern completeness and decidability 
of a corresponding system as well as the complexity of the satisfiability problem for certain 
subclasses of formulas. @ 1999 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved. 
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1. Introduction 

In recent years, the logic of knowledge has become an important part of computer 

science and AI. For instance, it represents a very appropriate formalism for analyzing 

distributed systems and specifying properties of them. Especially powerful tools result 

if this logic is combined with others like, e.g., temporal logic [5]. 

In the paper we give an extension of both the usual logic of knowledge of an 

agent and linear time temporal logic. But complementary to the standard systems of 

knowledge and time (see [5]) we start out from the so-called topological modal logic of 

Moss and Parikh [4]. Roughly speaking, the latter system describes situations in which 

the knowledge of an agent increases if computational efSort is spent. As knowledge 

is usually represented by the set of states which seem alternative to the agent at his 

actual point of view of the world, the increasing of knowledge amounts to a successive 

shrinking of the set of states the agent considers possible in the course of time. Thus, 

describing knowledge acquisition in the formal model leads to a logical treatment of 

approximations in a system of sets. In this way a topological component comes into 

play, explaining the above naming. There is a corresponding axiom present in the 

logical system which controls the just indicated interaction between knowledge and 
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effort in time. It says that an agent knows a formula at all future states whenever he 

knows that it is valid there. Axioms of this kind are typical of the systems formalizing 

topological reasoning. 

For convenience, let us give some more details of topological modal logic. Actually 

it is a bimodal system with two operators, K representing knowledge and q representing 

e!fSort. The structures interpreting these operators are two-dimensional in a sense (cf. 

[Ill). To be more precise, underlying frames consist of a non-empty set X and a 

distinguished set 6 of subsets of X called the opens (although they need not be open 

sets in the sense of topology); K then varies over the elements of an open set, whereas 

q captures the shrinking of an open. Consequently, K is an SS-like and q is an S4-like 

modality, and they are connected by the above mentioned axiom. 

In the meantime various systems of topological modal logic have been studied. 

Sound and complete axiomatizations were proposed for the basic subset space logic 

(where I’ may be an arbitrary set of subsets of X) [4], and for topologic (where Lr 

is in fact a topology on X) [6]. Moreover, the topological modal theory of treelike 

spaces was investigated by Georgatos [7]. (A subset frame (as introduced above) is 

treelike by definition, iff U C V or V C U or lJ n V = 0 holds for all opens U, V.) 

As to jnite-height trees of opens and a “topological” variant of the modal system G, 

which is the basic K augmented by the “Lob rule” q (o s( + a) + q ax, we refer the reader 

to [9]. 

In the present paper we make more explicit the temporal content of the effort op- 

erator by adding a nextstep operator to the Moss-Parikh formalism. Accordingly, a 

generalization of propositional linear time temporal logic with nexttime and always in 

the future to the topological context is achieved (always is the manner of reading “0” 

presently). The adequate semantical structures are, however, not linear in the sense that 

the opens form a chain w.r.t. set inclusion, as one could suspect at first glance. For 

the latter structures only the nexttime-fragment of linear time temporal logic could be 

generalized correspondingly [lo]. Instead we have linearity only from the viewpoint of 

states, but a tree structure on the set of opens. 

The paper requires some basic notions and techniques from propositional modal and 

temporal logic like canonical models and ,filtrations. In any case [S], Sections l-5, 

or [2], Sections 1-4, provide sufficient background. In particular, we proceed as fol- 

lows: In Section 2 the underlying logical language is defined. Then, giving a list of 

axioms and rules an appropriate logical system LK is introduced. The proof of the 

semantical completeness of LK follows in Section 3. A special filtration is involved 

therein, allowing the subsequent model construction for a non-deducible formula. Af- 

terwards the decidability of the logic is shown. In Section 4 we deal with complexity. 

Turning to the multi-agent version of our logic we examine special classes of for- 

mulas having a feasible satisfiability problem. We utilize methods of [12] in order 

to extend and generalize Scherer’s results on the ordinary logic of knowledge, S5,, 

correspondingly. 
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2. The logic 

First, we introduce the syntax and semantics of a language, LK, which can express 

certain linear-time properties of knowledge. Let PV be a recursively enumerable set of 

strings, called propositional variables (denoted by upper case Roman letters). Based 

on PV, the set 9 of LK-formulas (denoted by lower case Greek letters) is defined by 

the following clauses: 
_ PVu{T}c$; 
_ x,/3~4 =+ ~~~,Kcc,oa,oa,(crA~)~~-; 

~ no other strings belong to 9. 

We use common conventions denoting formulas and, especially, the following abbre- 

viations: La for TK 7 c( and V CI for 10 1 a. 

The semantical structures are triples (X, d, a) specified by the subsequent definition. 

Definition 1. Let X be a non-empty set, and let d = (Ei)jE~ be a sequence of equiv- 

alence relations on X such that every class of Ej splits up into some classes of _Ei+l, 

for all j E N. Then the pair 9 = (X,d) is called a subset tree frame. 
Let a mapping CJ : PV x X + (0, l} be given additionally. Then 0 is called a valua- 

tion, and the triple J&Z = (X, d, a) is called a subset tree model (based on 5). 

The set of all equivalence classes w.r.t. the relations Ej (j E N) is called the set of 

opens of 9. Note that in every subset tree model the set of opens contained in any 

equivalence class of the relation 170 forms in fact a tree w.r.t. (reverse) set inclusion 

such that no two opens on the same level intersect. Thus subset tree models are treelike 

in particular (see Section 1). 

Let UT denote the equivalence class of x w.r.t. the relation Ej. A pair x, UT (des- 

ignated without brackets mostly) is called a situation of 9. Using this notation we 

introduce the validity relation for LK-formulas. ’ 

Definition 2 (Semantics of LK). Let JH = (X,d,cr) be a subset tree model and x, U;’ 

a situation. Then we define 

x,y /===.# A:Hc+f,x)= 1, 

x, u; k.# 7x~xJJ; k.& CY, 

X, U/’ b=.& t( A p: ux, U_ +./I a and x, Uj” F.R B, 

X, U; b.I KX ti y, Uj’ b N CI for all y E UT, 

x, u; k.P< ox: @A UJ+, + I( 4 

x,U,“~.NOCI:~(~‘k>j)x,U~~.Na, 

for all .4 E PV and CC, /I E F. 

’ It is also possible to designate situations simply as pairs (x.j); we prefer the above notation to indicate 

the connection with the semantics of topological modal logic. 
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In case x, UT F./f CI, we say that c( holds in .A’ at the situation x, iIJ;’ ; moreover, the 

formula CI E 9 holds in A! (denoted by k. tf cr), iff it holds in J&Z at every situation. 

If there is no ambiguity, we omit the index & subsequently. 

Note that the semantics of the operator K is the intended one because the sets Ui all 

are equivalence classes. The operator q quantifies over all future time points, i.e., the 

actual state is excluded; one can also develop a version of the logic where q models 

the reflexive and transitive closure of 0. 

The following schemes of formulas are suitable for the axiomatization of the set of 

LK-validities. 

( 1) All p-instances of propositional tautologies 

(2) K(@ + B) 4 (Ku + U) 
(3) Kx+u 

(4) Kx+KKM 

(5) Lcc+KLc( 

(6) (A--+ oA)A(+l+o~4) 

(7) o(~“B)+(oa+OB) 
(8) o~c(-~ocI 

(9) oLz--+LocI 

(10) q (c(+p)+(ocI+op) 

(11) 0(x+ o(xAoa) 

(12) q (M-+ oZ)i(oa+oa) 

for all AEPV and r,p~p. 

Adding rules, we get a logical system designated LK. In fact, modus ponens as well 

as necessitation w.r.t. each modality are present: 

for all a,b E 8. For convenience, we comment on some of the axioms. Schemes 

(3)-(5) represent the standard axioms of knowledge. They characterize reflexivity, 

transitivity, and the euclidean property, respectively, of the accessibility relation in 

Kripke frames, which are the common semantical domains of modal logic. Scheme 

(8) corresponds in this sense with functionality. (9) relates the nexttime operator to 

the dual of K, saying that oa is possible at the actual situation whenever a is possi- 

ble at the succeeding one. (The converse is not always true.) This axiom determines 

the interaction between knowledge and time. Schemes of this form are typical of the 

systems considered in topological modal logic; see also Lemma 4(c) below. Axioms 

(2), (7) and (10) first of all have a proof-theoretical meaning. Axioms (11) and (12) 

are suitable variants of the schemes Mix and Znd, respectively, from linear time tem- 

poral logic (compare with [8], Section 9). They express that the n-operator represents 

the transitive closure of the nextstep relation in a sense to be made precise later on. 

Finally, we should say a few words about scheme (6). It has to be added because 

we want the valuation to be independent of the time component of a situation. This 
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requirement simplifies the definition of the semantics, but it clearly implies that the 

system is not closed under substitution. 

Soundness of the axioms w.r.t. the intended structures can easily be established; 

hence, we omit the proof of the following proposition. 

Proposition 3. Axioms (1) - (12) hold in every subset tree model. 

To get to know the interplay between the operators o, K and q , respectively, we 

present some LK-deducible formulas. 

Lemma 4. For all cx E F”, the jbllowing formulas are derivable in the system LK: 
(a) q rioo~, 

(b) O(X/IOCI)+O~, 

(c) KOX+OKCX. 

Proof. The formula (a+ o z)-t(o(a + o a) + (x -+ q a)) can be derived from the 

induction axiom (12) by propositional reasoning. With the aid of this formula and 

o-necessitation one can easily show that 

is valid (as usual, k_LK designates derivability in the system LK). Since kLK q CI + on z 

holds because of axiom (11) the derivability of q x ---) on CY follows. 

The formula q (o r + ooct) + (oocc -+ ooa) is an instance of (12). As the premise can 

be obtained with the aid of (11) and rule (4), we get kLK o q U -+ no CX. Since we also 

get tLK on c( + q o E from axiom (11) by means of o-necessitation, (lo), and modus 

ponens, ELK 00% + DO c( follows. This implies k~x ooc! + q (CY + 0 z). Now the 

induction axiom (12) and propositional reasoning (among other things, e.g., (7)) yield 

(b). 
The details of the derivation of (c) are omitted. It can be done with the aid of 

(a), (b), the fact that also k_LK q oc( -+ o q U holds, and, clearly, axioms (8) and (9). 

0 

Note that (a) expresses transitivity of the accessibility relation belonging to the oper- 

ator q . The scheme (b) is the reversal of axiom (11); it is applied in the completeness 

proof conclusively. Finally, (c) represents the so-called cross axiom which is typical 

of topological modal logic (see [4]; (c) is precisely the formula connecting knowledge 

and time which was mentioned in the introduction). 

3. Completeness and decidability 

The completeness proof for the system LK runs via a special filtration of a generated 

submodel C of the canonical model, which is essentially the Moss-Par&h filtration 
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[4, Section 2.31 suited to the presence of time. Let CY E B be given. Then we define 

the following sets of formulas based on the set sf(a) of subformulas of CI: 

rp”:={oA /AEPVnsf(cc)}U{olA ]AEPVfISf(U)}, 

TO :=I@ I q P E sf(a)l u {oob I q B E sf(a)), 

r := sf(a) u l-0 u I-P”, 

r-:=ru{~pl/3Er}, 

r” :=r’ joined with the set of all finite conjunctions of distinct 

elements of rY, 

rL I= {LB 1 p E r^}, 

T :=P u rL. 

Note that r is finite and closed under subformulas. Now, for all s, t E C, we let 

s-t: H snr=tnr. 

Moreover, let S designate the --equivalence class of s, and let C := {S 1 s E C}. Since 

r is finite, C is a finite set as well. 

So far we have formed a filtration of C. Next, we introduce filtrations of the acces- 

sibility relations of C. For convenience, we repeat the definition. Let A be a modal 

operator (i.e., A = K, 0, or q ) and B its dual (note that o is self-dual because of ax- 

iom (8)). Then, designating the accessibility relation on the canonical model which 

belongs to the operator A by 5, as it is usual, a binary relation +-% on C is called 

a T-jiltration of --%, iff the following two conditions are satisfied for all s, t E C: 
_ s Z t implies S A t; 

_ .?Aiimplies {pInfiEsnr}ct. 

Let the relation +% on C be a filtration of A. Let A designate the transitive 

closure of A. Then the following lemma holds, which gives a precise meaning to 

our earlier remark that q represents the transitive closure of o. 

Lemma 5. The relation +% on c is a jiltration of the relation -% on the set C. 

Proof. First we remind of a well-known fact referred to as the de$nability lemma 
sometimes (see, e.g., [8], 9.7): 

Let XC C. Then there exists a formula PX such that for all s E C it holds 

that fix~s@is~X. 

The proof of the lemma uses this fact. It is similar to that of the ancestral lemma 9.8 
in [8]. The differences occur because the modal scheme T is not present for the operator 

q in our system. We point out these differences only. For s E C, let /Is be the formula 

characterizing the set {x E C IS A x} according to the definability lemma. Then we get 
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q (fls + o/$) ES as in the proof of [8], 9.8. Axiom scheme (12) implies o/$ + q /$ ES. 

NOW choose t E C such that S & t (t clearly exists). Then 5 & i, hence fis ft. It 

follows that o& ES holds. Thus 01~ ES holds as well. This implies the first filtration 

condition. 

As to the second, we prove 

by induction on n 2 1 (where A denotes the n-fold composition of the relation A). 

This suffices evidently. 

Case n = 1: Let o/? E s f’ r. Then o/I E s n r. As A is a filtration of 5, and by 

the definition of r, we obtain /? E t. 

Case n > 1: Again assume o/I E s n r. Then, by axiom scheme ( 11) and the definition 

of r, ooj3 E s n r. Let u E C be such that S & U and U G i. It follows that ofi E u n r. 

Now the induction hypothesis applies. 0 

The minimal filtration of the relation 5 plays a central role in our investigations. 

It is defined by 

V V 
St--+ t: H (3s’E.?)(Zlt’Ei)s - t 

for all s, t E C, and it is in fact a filtration of z. The following lemma is valid for 

the minimal filtration of 5. It is a consequence of the scheme (8) (as to its proof, 

see [8], 9.9). 

Lemma 6. Let +% be the minimal jiltration of 5. Let s E C be given and assume 
that o/I E r holds. Then o/3 E s ifs (3 t E C)S & t and p E t. 

Passing to a filtration the functionality of 5 is lost generally. The above lemma 

represents its substitute. 

Due to the definition of the set T the minimal filtration & of the relation & 

satisfies the conditions stated in the subsequent proposition. 

Proposition 7. The relation +% is an equivalence relation on c. Moreover, for all 

s, t, u E C such that S A i I--% ii there exists v E C satisfying S &-+ 17 A U. 

A proof is given in the appendix. The second statement above asserts the so-called 

cross property to the accessibility relations A and A of the filtration. This property 

is a consequence of axiom (9) on the canonical model, and it is passed on the filtration 

according to Proposition 7. 

The following considerations lead to a further property of the relation F% which 

will be applied later on. Since A is transitive, we may analyse its clusters. These are 
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built as follows: The relation 

(for all s, t E C) is easily seen to be an equivalence relation on C. The z-class of an 

element SE C is commonly called the cluster of S, and it is designated cl,-. Letting 

gives a partial order < on the set of all clusters. As usual, we write cl,- < cli iff 

cl,-<cli and cl,- # cli. The following cluster lemma can be proved with the aid of 

Lemma 4(b). 

Lemma 8. Let s E C, and let cl< be a cluster which is not a last element W.Y. t. “<“. 
Assume that for q p E r it holds that ofi $ s. Then for all v E C such that cl,- is an 

immediate <-successor of cl,- there exists t E C such that cl,- = cl? and (p $ t or 

ofi @ t>. Moreover, if cl,- is a <-last cluster, then the first alternative is valid. 

Proof. By assumption, elf is not a terminal <-element. Take any immediate 

<-successor cl of cl,?. Then, by the definition of the relation A, there exist u, v E C 

such that cl.~=cl,- < cl,-=cl and u 5 v. First we argue that q /3 #u. For otherwise 

on/3 E u by axiom (10). Thus, as +% is a filtration of 5 and on/I E r, q p E z for 

every z E C such that U +-% Z. Since there exists such a i in the cluster of S, o/j ES 

follows inductively, a contradiction. Consequently, q p cf u. From Lemma 4(b) we get 

o/i 4 u or o@ $ u. In the first case we conclude that olj3 E u with the aid of axiom (8). 

We have -b E v then. In the second case we get o~op E u, thus 1 oj? E v, or, equiva- 

lently, o/I $! v. So we achieve our goal putting t := v. 
Now assume that cl,- is a <-last cluster. Then p is “falsified” in any case: either 

-/JI E v already holds and we may put t := v anew, or -ofi E v; in the second case it 

follows that there exists a w E C such that v A w and -p E w. As 6 is a filtration 

of 2, we get V +% W, and, as cl,- is a last cluster, cl, = cl,-. So, letting t := w the 

proof of the lemma is complete. 0 

Let y E .P be given and assume that J~ILK y. Then there exists an element s in the 

canonical model such that z := 7 y ES. Form r dependent on c( as above, and consider 

the filtration (C, { +&&A}) of (C,{ A, ‘-, z}), where the latter structure 

is the submodel of the canonical model generated by s. For every VE C choose an 

ordering of the set of A-successors of V such that this set may be represented as a 

list (to,. . . , tli.). Define for all U from the &-equivalence class of S a finitely ramified 

tree tr,- of height o by 
_ root(ti-,-) := u. 
- if V is a node of tr,- on level n, then (to, . . . , tY,;) are its sons (from left to right), 
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for all II EN. Let C be the set of all paths through these trees. Note that C can be 

identified with a certain set of functions f : N - c. The carrier set of the desired model 

will be a subset C of C, which is obtained in the following way: 

~ For each cluster cl, fix an element u E C such that cl,: = cl; for each first cluster 

choose u such that S A V holds additionally (this is possible because we started 

with a generated submodel). 

- For each cluster cl forget the A-transitions leading to the same point. 

~ For each cluster cl having more than one element choose a shortest A-circle ccl 

containing fi, i.e., a shortest path through the cluster starting and ending in z!. 

- Put all the circles and the single points one behind the other according to the 

ordering of the clusters. 

~ Let C’ be the set of all functions f : N 4 c which pass faithfully through these 

circles; i.e., .f starts out of a first and leads to a last <-element which is looped 

ad infinitum afterwards. 

Now C is defined inductively along this finite set of infinite paths: in step n + 1 of 

the construction the already existing paths have to be lengthened as it is prescribed by 

the elements of C’, if need is, and those partial paths have to be supplied, which are 

given by the CYOSS property, for all elements of C equivalent to some point on level 

n + 1 just obtained by prolongation. 

Define the sequence d of equivalence classes on C by 

go 0;’ : @ (Vkdj)g(k) A f(k) 

for all f, g E C? and j E N. Furthermore, let a valuation cr be given which satisfies 

,f(O) = t+ [a(A, f) = 1 HA E t] 

for all A E PV n I’, t E C and ,f E c. Then we get the following theorem. 

Theorem 9. The structure ~2’ := (c,d, o) is (I subset tree model. Moreover, for all 

fl E T, t E C, f E ? and j E N it holds that 

Proof. The first assertion of the theorem is obvious by the above construction. The 

proof of the second proceeds by induction on p. The details of the induction are not 

carried out here. In case p a propositional variable one uses axiom (6) as well as the 

fact that T contains rpv. The truth-functional cases are evident. Lemma 6 is needed 

in case B = o y, Lemma 8 in case /I = oy, and Proposition 7 in case B = fij. 0 

Applying the theorem to CI E s defined above and any f E c satisfying f (0) =S, 
the desired completeness result follows as an immediate consequence. Combining this 

result and Proposition 3 we get: 
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Corollary 10. The system LK is sound and complete w.r.t. the class of subset tree 
models. 

The set of LK-formulas holding in all subset tree models is decidable although the 

above completeness proof does not yield the finite model property for the system. 

Instead, we may proceed via suitable Kripke models having the same modal theory as 

subset tree models. 

Definition 11. Let ~22’ := (W, {R,S, T}, a) be a trimodal model (i.e., W is a non-empty 

set, R,S and T are binary relations on W, and (T is a valuation). Then ~2’ is called an 

LK-model, iff 

- R is an equivalence relation and S is a function on W, 

- T is the transitive closure of S, 

- for all s, t, u E W: if (s, t) ES and (t,u) E R, then there exists a v E W such that 

(s, v) E R and (u, u) E S (this is the cross property), 

- for all s,tE W such that (s,t)ET it holds that ~?‘k_4A[s] iff JZ +A[t] (AEPV). 

Note that the relation R corresponds with the modality K; accordingly, S and o as 

well as T and q are related. In fact, we have the following theorem. 

Theorem 12. A formula cx E 9 is LK-derivable, ifl it holds in every LK-model. 

Proof. Soundness can easily be established. For the completeness part of the proof 

one can use Corollary 10. In fact, by means of 

~ W:={(x,U;)(xEX, jEN}, 

- ((x,U,!),(~,U[))ER:@ j=k and UT=U;“, 

- ((x,U~),(Y,U~))ES :@x== and k=j+ 1, 

- ((x,UJX),(~,U~))ET :%x=y and k > j, 
- 6(A, (x, UT)) = 1 :H a(A,x) = 1, 

every subset tree model ~2’ = (X, d, a) gives rise to an LK-model 2 := ( W, {R, S, T}, 6), 
and an easy induction shows that for all CI E 9 

(Vx, u; E W>(x, Ui” +.g Lx H 22 + cc[x, UT]) 

holds. (On the right-hand side usual multimodal satisfaction is designated.) q 

Apart from the functionality of the relation +% the finite structures obtained by filtra- 

tion in the course of the completeness proof for the subset tree logic are 

LK-models. We want to circumvent this deficiency which was left over next. For this 

purpose we mark every path g E c at the node where the corresponding <-terminal 

cluster is covered for the first time. Because of K&rig’s Lemma a finite set of finite 

trees results. Now we “spread” these trees by introducing new points equivalent to 

the original ones w.r.t. the valuation so that the paths become “parallel” lines, i.e., 

A-sequences having no element in common. In this way we get a jinite LK-model 
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falsifying a given non-derivable formula. (In fact, the original model is a p-morphic 

image of the new one.). It should be mentioned that the proceeding here is similar to 

that in standard temporal logic; see [S], Section 9. Therefore, we do not work out the 

indicated ideas further, but state the corresponding result only. 

Theorem 13. The set qf LKTformulas holding in every subset tree model is decidable. 

The complexity of the LK-satisfiability problem S is unfeasibly high. In fact, the 

corresponding problem for linear time temporal logic is PSPACE-complete already 

(see [3], 4.1). We do not want to determine the sharp bound for S here. Instead, 

we subsequently prove that there are interesting subclasses of formulas for which the 

complexity of the satisfiability problem is low even in the multi-agent case. 

4. Prefix formulas 

The content of this section is rather technical first. The main results of the technical 

part (Theorems 24 and 27 below) will be used in Section 4.3 to obtain “low” com- 

plexity bounds for the satisfiability problem of certain classes of prefix formulas. Such 

formulas consist of a block of modal operators followed by a literal.2 

In Section 4.1 we study the consistency problem for prefix formulas. We establish 

consistency of every at most two-element subset of a set of formulas, X, as a suf- 

ficient criterion for the consistency of X. Afterwards, in Section 4.2, we analyse the 

complexity of deciding the word problem for a special Semi-Thue system originat- 

ing from the axioms of the system LK. The corresponding result will be combined 

with the just mentioned consistency criterion then. This gives the desired complexity 

assertions. 

As we use canonical model techniques later on, we have to confine ourselves to 

the nexttime fragment of our logic; i.e., axioms (lo)-( 12) and rule (4) have to be 

dropped. Furthermore, we release axiom (6) for the sake of technical simplicity. (Ac- 

cordingly, time has to be made explicit in situations of subset tree models then, but 

we need not deal with those structures any more.) However, we consider the multi- 

agent version of this logic. Thus, for a fixed m > 1, there are m knowledge operators 

Kt,. . . , K, present in the language, LK,, each of which induces a corresponding ax- 

iom scheme (2)i, (3)i, (4)i, (5)i and (9)i, respectively. We continue to designate the 

resulting logical system LK. 
The proceeding here follows [12] to a great extent. Thus only the different arguments 

are given in detail. 

2 The same questioning was also considered for the original logic of subset spaces due to Moss and 

Parikh [4]; the corresponding results were presented at the 4th International Symposium on Logical Foun- 

dations of Computer Science, Yaroslavl, Russia, July 1997. 
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4. I. Consistency 

Let C be a finite set of symbols. Denote by C* the set of words over C, and let il 

designate the empty word. 

Definition 14. The set 9 C {Kt,. . . , K,,,,o, l}* of prefixes (of LK,) is defined by the 

following clauses: 

- /lE.Y, 
_ if P E 9, then also KiP, Lip, OP E 9, 
_ no other strings belong to 9. 

Now we define several (deleting, generating, commuting) relations on prefixes, which 

originate from the axioms in Section 2 and their duals. 

Definition 15. Let P, P’ E 9’. 

(1) P A P’ :H there are Q, R E Y such that 

~ P=QKiR and P’=QR or 
_ P = QLiOR and P’ = QOR (0 E {Ki, L;}). 

(2) P f P’ :w there are Q, R E 9’ such that 
_ P = QR and P’ = QLiR or 

~ P=QOR and P’=QKiOR (OE{Ki,L;}). 

(3) P 5 P’ :H there are Q, R E .T such that 

~ P = QKi o R and P’ = Q o KiR or 
_ P = Q o L,R and P’ = QLi 0 R. 

(4) 2 := --tufu&. 

Let s denote the respective reflexive and transitive closure. 

With the aid of some modal proof theory the following proposition can be 

shown. 

Proposition 16. Let P, P’ E 9 be prejxes such that P 5 Pt. Then, for all x E 9, 

k PM + P’a. 

Here (and in the remaining part of this section) derivability is understood w.r.t. the 

system LK. The above mentioned prefix formulas are introduced next. Afterwards we 

connect prefix formulas with the just defined relation 5. 

Definition 17. Let 3 be the set of literals, i.e., the set PV joined with the set {‘A 1 

A E PV}. A formula c( E 9 is called a prefix formula, iff IX = PA for some prefix P E 9 
and some i E 9. 

Let 9F designate the set of all prefix formulas. 99 is closed under negation in the 

following sense: if a=P/z~89, then 1 c( is equivalent to P j, where P is obtained 

from P by substituting each modal operator 0 E {Ki,Li} occurring in P by its dual, 
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and 

{ 

4 
x= A 

if 1, E PV 

if,?=lA for some A EPV 

now, P/r is a prefix formula which will be written as 1 c( (by abuse of notation). 

As it was announced above we connect the relation % with prefix formulas. 

Definition 18. A relation L on 9’9 is defined by 

for all Pi,, P’2 E YF”. 

In view of Proposition 16 the relation 5 can be viewed as a “strong” implication 

between prefix formulas. Furthermore, it can easily be seen that L is transitive and 

respects duals in the following sense: 

Subsequently we define a certain notion of consistency based on 5. 

Definition 19. Let X C 9’9 be a set of prefix formulas. 

(1) If X = {a, /I}, then X is called pseudo-consistent, iff not CI 5 -p. 

(2) X is called pseudo-consistent, iff every subset of X consisting of at most two 

elements is pseudo-consistent. 

We get a lemma on pseudo-consistent sets, Lemma 20 below. So-called LK,-models 

are used in the subsequent proof of this lemma, which are nothing but modified LK- 

models (see Definition 11): The relation T as well as the condition on the propositional 

variables have to be skipped now, and there are m equivalence relations RI,. . . , R, 
instead of a single one, R. Note that the completeness results stated in Corollary 10 

and Theorem 12 hold correspondingly for the system considered here. 

Lemma 20. Let X 2 Y’B be pseudo-consistent, and let CI E 9’9 be an arbitrary p&x 
formula. Then the following conditions are satisjied: 

(a) ifXU {- u} is not pseudo-consistent, then there is some /3 E X such that fl -2 CC; 
(b) if /I 5 x for some b E X, then X U {x} is pseudo-consistent. 

Proof. In order to prove (a) we use that a singleton set { fi} C 89 is pseudo-consistent. 

To this end we first show that a single prefix formula fi=Pn is satisfiable. (This will 

also be applied in the proof of (b).) We take an LK,-model having a one-element 

carrier {x} and {(x,x)} as the interpretation of all the relations R;, 1 bidm, and 

S; moreover, we let o(A,x) = 1 if 1. = A E PV; otherwise, i.e., if A = lA, then we let 

o(A,x) = 0. In this way we obtain a model of fi. 
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As a consequence of the satisfiability of /3 we get that -fl is not derivable. Thus also 

p + -fi is not derivable. By Proposition 16, p 5 -p does not hold. Consequently, 

{b} is pseudo-consistent. Now we prove (a) and (b). 

(a) Since we assume that X U {- LX} is not pseudo-consistent there exists a subset 

{B,Y} CX u {lm> w IC h‘ h 1s not pseudo-consistent. As both X and { 7 E} are pseudo- 

consistent we conclude that neither {j, y} C X nor {p, y} C { 7 a} holds. Hence fl E X 

and y = 1 a (w.1.o.g.). It follows that fi 2 E. 

(b) By the assumption on X and the first part of the proof we still have to show that 

{y, a} is pseudo-consistent for all ‘/ E X. Suppose towards a contradiction that for some 

‘/ EX the set {y, a} is not pseudo-consistent, i.e., y & 1 X. Then, because of 1 CI L 

-p, we get that y L -fi (see the remark following Definition 18). Consequently, 

{y, p} is not pseudo-consistent. This contradicts the assumption on X. 

0 

As in ordinary modal proof theory we can introduce the concept of maximal pseudo- 

consistent sets of formulas. 

Definition 21. Let XC .YB be a set of prefix formulas. Then X is called maximal 

pseudo-consistent, iff 
_ X is pseudo-consistent and 
_ X U { ct} is not pseudo-consistent for all a E SS\X. 

It turns out that maximal pseudo-consistent sets and maximal consistent sets share 

an important property. In fact, the following result follows easily from Lemma 20. 

Lemma 22. Let X & 99 be maximal pseudo-consistent. Then for all M E 99 either 

VEX or TXEX holds. 

Utilizing the notions and results obtained so far we are going to show that a “canoni- 

cal” model exists for prefix formulas. The following notational convention will be used 

subsequently: for i E { 1,. . . , m} and 0 E {Ki,Li} let 0.99 := {OX 1 a E PF}. Define a 

structure 

APT = (P, {RF,. . . ,R~,SP’},aP’), 

by 
_ CP’ := {t C YF 1 t maximal pseudo-consistent}, 

and, for all t,uEP, iE{l,..., m}, and AEPV, 

- (t,u)ERy :ti tflKiPF=ufIKiPF-, 
- (t,u)ESP’ :H{czEBF[ oc(Et}Cu, and 

- cP(A,t)=l :*AAtt. 
Then the following crucial truth lemma is valid. 

Lemma 23. The just defined structure ~8” is an LK,-model. Moreover, for all prefix 

formulas a E 9’9 and every t E 0” it holds that 

JP’ k ol[t] H SI E t. 
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Proof. First we prove that &&‘pT is an LK,-model. Clearly, each RF is an equivalence 

relation on the set 0”. Next we show that 9’ is a function. So let s, t,u E CP’ be 

given such that (s, t), (s,u) E S pr Let CI E P’B be any element of t. Then oc( ES. For . 
otherwise 7 o CI ES by Lemma 22. Actually, 7 o CL = o 7 a. So 07 CY ES follows. This 

implies --a E t, a contradiction. Consequently, we get that a E u. This shows t C u. In 

the same way we obtain u C t. Thus 9 is in fact a functional relation. It remains to 

prove that for all s E C pr there is at least one SP’-successor t E 0’. To this end we 

consider the set X, := {a E 9F 1 xoa E .s}. It suffices to show the pseudo-consistency of 

X0. Suppose towards a contradiction that there are ~(1, CQ E 8.9 such that OC[I, 0~12 E s 

and xi L 
s 

7x2. It follows that ocli - 07 22, hence ocli A 1 o ~2. Since s is 

maximal pseudo-consistent we get 1 o ~2 ES because of Lemma 20(b). But this con- 

tradicts 0~2 ES. So the assumption is wrong. Therefore, X0 is pseudo-consistent, as 

desired. 

In order to prove the cross property, let t, u, u E 0’ be given such that (t, u) E 9” and 

(u,u)ERP’. DefineX:=[tn(K,~~UULi~~)]U{oplBEv}. We claim thatX ispseudo- 

consistent. Assume towards a contradiction that this is not the case. Then there is a 

two-element subset Y LX which is not pseudo-consistent. We first convince ourselves 

that Y $ {op 1 fl E u}. Otherwise there would exist jji,fiz E v such that O/II L 1 0 

B2 = o 7p2. According to the definition of the relation 5 we get pi 2 782. (For 

the precise argument the reader convinces himself first that the leftmost “0” of “opl” 

cannot be removed by an application of a rule from Definition 15; otherwise OT/?~ is 

no more reachable. Then 

* I 

oP1 n, oP2 * PI J2 P2, 

where PI is the prefix of pi and P2 is the prefix of 782, is proved by an induction on 

the number of applications of 5; some case distinctions are required therein.) The 

maximality of v and Lemma 20(b) imply that lp2 E a. This contradicts the pseudo- 

consistency of u. Since t is likewise pseudo-consistent Y can be written as Y = { c(, op}, 

where CI E t f? (Ki.9’pB U Li.P\9) and p E u. 

Now 07 A OTB holds because of the pseudo-inconsistency of Y, where OE 

{K,, L,} and y E 9’9 are such that x = 0~. We get KiOy 5 Ki o -fi as well. With the 

aid of Definition 15(2) and (3) as well as the transitivity of L we obtain a = Oy 2 

oKjlfi. Using the same arguments as above it follows that OK,-p E t. Thus KilB E u. 

We conclude that K,~fi E v. So -/I E v follows, a contradiction. Consequently, X is 

pseudo-consistent. 

Let w be a maximal pseudo-consistent set of prefix formulas containing X. We 

want to show that (t, IV) E Rr and (w, a) ES pr The first conjunct follows easily from . 
the definition of the first component of X (applying Lemma 22). As to the second 

assume that there exists a prefix formula y such that oy E w and y $ v. Then 1 y E v 

by Lemma 22, whence 01 y = 1 o y E w by the definition of X. This contradicts the 

pseudo-consistency of w. It follows that (w, u) E S P’ Altogether the cross property is . 
proved. 
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The second assertion of the lemma is proved by an induction on the length n of the 

prefixes of ~1. Concerning the case n = 0 (i.e., c1 is a literal) and the cases s( = Kip and 

a = Lip of the induction step we refer the reader to [ 121, Section IV, proof of Lemma 

2.5. Actually that proof can be transferred to the present case. Now let a = o B E 99. 

Assume first that c( E t. Take any u E 0” such that (t, u) E P. Then p E u holds by the 

definition of 9”. We get ~8’~ + p[u] by the induction hypothesis. Thus ~8” + ofl[t] 

follows. On the other hand, assume that a 4 t. Then the set X’ := {y 1 o y E t} u {lb} is 

pseudo-consistent. For otherwise there would exist a two-element subset Y’ = {yt , yz} 

of X’ which is pseudo-inconsistent as well. As in the proof of the functionality of 

SPr above we conclude from yi 5 1 y2 that 071 5 1 o y2 holds in case Y’ C {y 1 

o y E t}. The maximality of t implies 7 o 1/‘2 E t then, a contradiction. Thus we are led 

to yi E {y 1 o y E t} and y2 = -/? (w.1.o.g.). But now from yi 5 fl it follows that 

oyi 2 oj holds, which causes o/j’ E t, a contradiction as well. Therefore, the above 

set X’ is pseudo-consistent. Finally, a maximal pseudo-consistent set u containing X’ 

is SP’-reachable from t and fulfils &‘P’ p J[u] b ecause of the induction hypothesis. 

Consequently, ~69’ F ofi[t]. 0 

The first main result of the technical part reads as follows: 

Theorem 24. Let X C YF be a set of prefix formulas. Then X is consistent, lj” it is 

pseudo-consistent. 

Proof. First note that consistency coincides with satisfiability according to the com- 

pleteness results of Section 2. If X is not pseudo-consistent, then there are elements 

CY, J EX such that a L -/?. By Proposition 16 we get 1 a + -p. Thus {CI, /?} is 

not consistent. If on the other hand X is pseudo-consistent, then X is contained in a 

maximal pseudo-consistent set t by Zorn’s Lemma. According to Lemma 23 the set t 

is satisfiable. Therefore, X is satisfiable as well. 0 

4.2. Analysiny (I special semi-thue system 

* 
In this subsection we analyse the relation 5 in more detail. In particular, we 

give a polynomial upper bound for the computational complexity of deciding its word 

problem. First we introduce further designations based on Definition 15: We write 2 

to indicate that only rule i of the relation 2 has been applied, and we consider the 

following union of relations, too: 

A := =+lJl, 

The word problem of the relation 2 was studied in detail in [12, Section V, 21. 

In particular, the subsequent theorem was proved there. 

Theorem 25. Let P, Q E 9 n {KI , . . . , K,, l}* be given. Then it is decidable in poly- 
* 

nomial time whether or not it holds that P A Q. 
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The corresponding algorithm of Scherer is based on the following facts: 

Let P, Q be prefixes satisfying the presupposition of the theorem. Then 

151 

* 
P&Q, 

* * 
P--+A~Qor 

there are decompositions P = P’OP”, Q = Q’OQ” 
* 

such that P’O 2 
* 

Q’O and P” 5 Q”, for suitable 

prefixes P’, P”, Q’, Q” and a modal operator 0. 

* * 
Moreover, P -L A (and, dually, n 5 Q) can be decided in polynomial (even 

linear) time by deleting all possible operators in P according to the rules of Definition 

15( 1). This can be done while parsing P from left to right, thereby storing in the 

cache the sequence of the remaining modal operators L; which is updated step by step 

(iE{l,...,rn}). 

We are going to describe an algorithm which decides the word problem of the re- 
* 

lation A in polynomial time. It uses the decision procedure for the word problem 
* 

of L, which results from the just mentioned facts in a rather straightforward man- 

ner, as a subroutine, and it is based on the following decomposition of the relation 
P’ 

-. 

Lemma *& P* (c)T * (c)T 
-=-OLOO. 

The lemma can be proved by several case distinctions. We omit the details. 

Subsequently, we use the following designations for special sets of prefixes: 

.K:={K I,..., Km}*, _!E={~K,l,...,lK,~}* 

and 

Ai:=9n{(K ,,..., Km,7}*. 

Let P ~,...,fkQl,..., Qm E ~2 be given. Then 

* 
P:zP,o ... oP, LQ,o . . . oQ~=:Q 

can only hold if y1= m. In this case the algorithm tries to establish P! % Q! from 

right to left, i.e., for i=n,n- l,..., 1 successively; here the prefixes P,‘, Q( result from 

the original Pi, Qi by certain commutations (as it is explained below) (i = 1,. . . , n). 
* 

In fact, if P, A Q,, does not hold and if there are prefixes P,, E 9, P,, E .A? such 
* 

that i9, = P,, PO,, then, according to the above lemma, it is tested whether Pn2 A Q,, 

holds. Analogously, if Qn = Qn, Qnz for some Qn, E X and Q,,, E Jz’, then it is tried to 
q‘ establish P, - Qn,. 
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In order to jeopardize a desired derivation P, A Qi at a later step of the computation 

concerning an index i < n as little as possible, the procedure keeps track of the shortest 

“successful” prefixes P,, and Qn, , respectively, if such prefixes exist, and goes on with 

either Pi_, :==P,_,P,,, Qn_, or &I, QL_, :=Qn-lQn, 
* 

then. Afterwards the lower indices are treated correspondingly. (Note that P % Q 
cannot be verified if both some Li prefixing P, and some Kj prefixing Qn have to 

* be commuted in order to establish 4: % Qi; this is also valid for each index i > 1 

treated later on.) 

As all operations going beyond the algorithm of Scherer respect the polynomial time 

bound, we have outlined the proof of the following theorem. 

* 
Theorem 27. The word problem qf the relution 2 is decidable in polynomiul time. 

4.3. Complexity 

We introduce the classes of LK,-formulas next, for which we want to examine the 

complexity of the satisfiability problem. 

Definition 28. Let n E N, n 3 1. Define nSAT := {a E 9 1 ct is a conjunction of disjunc- 

tions of prefix formulas such that each conjunct contains at most n prefix formulas, 

and x is satisfiable}. 

Note that a formula belonging to nSAT can be obtained from a corresponding propo- 

sitional formula, substituting literals by prefix formulas. In fact, our results are gener- 

alizations of the well-known results for propositional nSAT. 

The key to the determination of a non-trivial upper bound of the complexity of 

nSAT is contained in part (a) of the following theorem. Note that its propositional 

counterpart holds trivially. 

Theorem 29. (a) 1 SAT is decidable in polynomial time. 
(b) 2SAT is decidable in polynomial time. 
(c) For all n 23, the set nSAT is NP-complete. 

Proof. (a) Let a = pi A . . A /In be a conjunction of prefix formulas, i.e., pi E P’B for 

i=l , . . . , n. Then, by Theorem 24, 

CI C$ 1 SAT u there are i, j E { 1,. . . , n} such that the set 

{pi, /?j} is not pseudo-consistent. 

The latter condition holds by definition, iff there are indices i, j E { 1,. . . , n}, prefixes 

P, P’ E 9’ and a literal 2 such that 

8, = Pi, -pi =p’i. * and P 5 P’. 
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* 
According to Theorem 27 P 5 P’ can be decided in polynomial time. Moreover, 

only O(n2) pairs of prefixes have to be checked. This gives the assertion of (a). 

(b) Let ~=((811,812),...,(P~1,P~2}} be g’ iven such that fiii E 99 for all i E 

{I..., n} andjE{1,2}. If /Iv L jjik for some i~{l,.,., n} andj,kE{1,2}, j#k, 

then we replace the ith clause by {&}. Note that fiij A pik can be tested in polyno- 

mial time because of Theorem 27; if SI’ designates the formula where all such substi- 

tutions are carried out, then we get 

c( is satisfiable H a’ is satisfiable. 

Now fix some prefix formula fi from a clause {/I, p’} of a’. Determine all prefix 

formulas y’ of x’ such that /? & 7~‘. Then replace the clause {p,/?‘} by all clauses 

{ 1 y’, p’} originating from such a formula y’. It is not hard to see that for the resulting 

formula 2” 

M” is satisfiable H sl’ E is satisfiable 

holds (use Theorem 24). Iterating these steps we eventually arrive at a formula CI”’ = 

{{?11>Y12},..., {yml,ym2}} (Y~E.YF for i=l,...,m and j=1,2) such that Y~AY~~ 

(i # k or j # 1) is contradictory if and only if one conjunct is the negation of the 

other; moreover, 

2 “’ is satisfiable H cx is satisfiable, 

and c(“’ can be obtained within a polynomial time bound. So it suffices to decide 

the satisfiability problem for formulas of the type CI”’ in polynomial time. This can 

be performed by generalizing propositional resolution [ 1, Section 2. lo] in an obvious 

way. Since the resolvent of two clauses having at most two elements likewise has at 

most two elements and since there are not too many two-element clauses over a given 

set of prefix formulas, the desired time bound follows. 

(c) Since propositional logic is a part of LK, it suffices to prove that nSAT belongs 

to NP. But this is fairly clear: A non-deterministic Turing machine yuesses a prefix 

formula in each clause and checks satisfiability of the resulting conjunction like in the 

proof of (a). In this way the asserted upper bound is established. 0 

As it is well-known [5], the satisfiability problem for the common multi-agent logic 

of knowledge, S5,,,, is PSPACE-complete. So the general LK,-satisfiability problem 

is PSPACE-hard. Thus we have got a small hierarchy of LK,-formulas w.r.t. the 

complexity of the satisfiability problem. 
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Appendix A 

For convenience of the reader we give a proof of Proposition 7 in this appendix 

(see also [4, Section 2.31). We introduce some notations. Let a finite set of formulas 

Y and an element s E C be given. Let Y, := s n Y. Then we define 

*y, :=$r P A :,I& 7 ?, 

We have the following basic facts. 

Lemma A.l. The subsequent formulas are LK-derivable: 

(a) ti~~ ++ ($i-p A $rk ), 

0) $I-.\ ++ tir: 2 

The easy proof of the lemma is omitted. Note that the SS-axioms have to be used 

in order to establish (c). We reformulate Proposition 2.7 of [4] next. Let t designate 

LK-deducibility. 

Proposition A-2. Let s, t E C. The following conditions are equivalent: 

(a) *, AL*?, is consistent, 

(b) snrL=tnrL, 

(c) k 4+, -L$j=,. 

Proof. (a) + (b): Suppose that (b) does not hold. Then there exists a formula LB E fL 

such that either L/3 E s and L/3 @ t or L/3 #s and Lb E t. In the first case we get that 

$7, A L/l is not consistent (note that t n? is a maximal consistent subset of T). From 

basic modal proof theory it follows that t- $F, + K ~,8. Thus we get t L@, --+ LK 1 /I. 

Because of axiom (5) we obtain k LI/+, -+ K -/?. As LPEs~IT, this contradicts the 

consistency of I+$ with LI+$(. In the second case one argues analogously (using $T$ 

and axiom (4) instead of L@F, and axiom (5)). 

(b)+(c): Part (a) of Lemma A.1 implies 1 $7, --) tjrf. The assumption that (b) 

holds gives k $r; + tjr;. Clearly, k t,-! L --f L$r, is valid. Using Lemma A.1 .(b) we 

get 1 L$r, + LI,!I,-:. From these deducibdities we obtain k I+$~ + ($r; A L$r: ). With 

the aid of Lemma A.1 .(c) k I/F 4 L($r; A er;) follows. Thus we get (c) by means of 

Lemma A.l.(a). 

(c) + (a): If $7 A L$~z, would be inconsistent, then k $7 + 1 L+,. As $7 is 

consistent this contradicts (c). Hence $7, A LI+$, must be consistent. 0 

Returning to the filtration +!G of 5 we have the following corollary. 

Corollary A.3. Let s, t be as in the preceding proposition. Then each of the conditions 

(a)-(c) is equivalent to S+5 t. 
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Proof. Clearly, S A t implies (a) of Proposition A.2. Moreover, using that we deal 

with the minimal filtration it is easy to see that (c) implies S G% f. 0 

So far we have prepared the proof of Proposition 7, which turns out to be easy now: 

Proof. Reflexivity and symmetry of G% hold because this relation is the minimal 

filtration of A. Transitivity follows from Corollary A.3. and condition (b) of Propo- 

sition A.2. Finally, the cross property is yielded with the aid of Corollary A.3, Propo- 

sition A.~(c) and the fact that this property is present on the canonical model. 0 
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